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This study focuses on the City of Atlanta's Office of
Motor Transport Services (OMTS). Currently, OMTS is the
vehicle maintenance division for the City's motorized equip¬
ment. This study will determine if a centralized fleet
management system, in Atlanta, is feasible; a comparative
analysis between Atlanta and Phoenix will be conducted. The
City of Phoenix currently utilizes a centralized fleet manage¬
ment system. Also, interviews of top city officials and user
department officials will be conducted. In addition, various
equipment management literary materials will be utilized in
studying essential characteristics of fleet management.
In determining if a centralized fleet management system
in the City of Atlanta is feasible, several factors relating
to the centralization of OMTS must be reviewed. Such factors
as: the present organization structure, budgetary process,
managment tools utilized, the ability of the organization to
operate efficiently and the willingness of the City to
centralize. The above factors play a significant role in
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Fleet management involves the organizing, planning, and controlling
of motorized equipnent. Some of the activities identified with fleet
management are as follows: the orderly acquisition and disposal of
equipnent, evaluation of equipment for repair or replacement, enforcement
of safety inspection standards, operator training and maintenance, manage¬
ment of an equipment pool, and analysis of equipment utilization and
failure. In municipal government, fleet management plays a significant
role in the uninterrupted delivery of service to taxpaying citizens. The
major areas of service with v\hich fleet management is concerned in a
municipality are as follows: sanitary service equipment, police and
fire seirvice equipment, street cleaning equipment, traffic engineering
equipment and city parks maintenance equipment.
An effective fleet management program ensures proper maintenance of
motorized equipment in a manner v^ich reduces downtime, i.e., a period of
time viien motorized equipment is incperable. Aged equipment is replaced
on an established replacement cycle thus reducing maintenance cost to
a municipality. Effective fleet management, like any other facet of
management, depends on a sound management team, an organizational
framework, vdiich is designed to implement the organization's objectives
as efficiently as possible; accurate analysis and utilization of
available resources, and the ability to maintain a high level of
production and efficient time management. In addition to the above
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features, managers must be well informed on matters such as: the
manner in v^ich the organization's programs will be financed, the
the limitations of the organization, maximization of performance with
limited resources and awareness of the political boundaries in vAiich
the organization operates. It is to the manager's advantage to be
creative in planning and organizing.^
Fleet management can occur in three different ways — appropriations,
centralized maintenance garage and centralized ownership and vehicle pool.
Appropriations designate departments as being responsible for their own
fleet. A centralized maintenance garage designates the responsibility for
maintaining municipal fleet in a single department; v^ereas, procurement,
assignment and custody of the fleet remains the responsibility of departments.
Central ownership and vehicle pool specifies one department with actual
control over the fleet combining all responsibilities. Efficient
fleet management can stand the test of time, but "It is the creation of
a central garage having central responsibility for all equipment that is
the keystone to efficient management.'^
The primary focus of this study will be to examine the current
structure of fleet operations and its impact on "line department"^within
1
Astrid E. Merget and William M. Wblff, Jr., "The Law and Municipal
Services: Implementing Equity", Public Management, International
City Management Association, August, 1976, p. 6.
2
International City Managers Association, "Management of Municipal Motor
Equipment", Management Information Service Report No. 203, Chicago,




Line Departments are referred to as those departments responsible for
providing a service.
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the City of Atlanta and the secondary focus will be to consider an
adequate budget system to support efficient fleet management.
Problems in the area of fleet operations will be currently identified
and possible alternatives reccmmended to enhance the current opera¬
tions at (MTS.
A ccmparison/contrast between the fleet operations of the City
of Atlanta, Georgia, and the City of Phoenix, Arizona will be
offered. The City of Phoenix is currently operating a centralized
fleet management system v^ile the City of Atlanta operates a de¬
centralized fleet management syston and a centralized fleet maintenance
system for the City's equipnent with the exception of the Bureaus
of Fire and Water. The canparison will focus on the problems and
successes of a centralized and decentralized fleet nanagement
system as they are currently functioning within the City of Phoenix
and the City of Atlatna. The data to be collected for this study
will be fran secondary sources and direct interviews. The major
portion of this study will be from the former. Special attention
will be given to an analysis of this survey later in this study.
I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
History of OMTS.
Docuraentation on the history of OMTS is unavailable; therefore,
the researcher had to rely on information supplied by employees vto
have been with CMTS for many years. Prior to the 1970s management of
the City of Atlanta's motorized equipment vas non-existent.^ Around
1948, the Motor Transport Department employed approximately fifty-one
(51) enployees with an estimated fleet size of approximately 376
vehicles. In the late 1960s motorized equipment was located in three
separate divisions, the Motor Transport Division of the Public Wbrks
Department and the Maintenance and Distribution Division of the Water
and Fire Departments. In 1970 the Department of Finance conducted a
study v^ich identified some of the basic problems with the City's
motorized equipment operations. This study is believed to have been
the first attempt to seriously analyze fleet management and its inpact
in the City of Atlanta. Briefly, some of the findings included;
(1) Limited and poor physical facilities...
(2) The lack of a canprehensive motor transport
function organization and iraintenance plan for
the City's expanding fleet, and
(3) The absence of an adequate and generally applicable
fleet manaqenent system and concept governing the
5
Department of Budget and Planning, Bureau of Budget, Policy and
Evaluation, "A Report to the Mayor: Program Analysis of the








As a result of this study the Atlanta Department of Public Wbrks Motor
Transport Division v^s reorganized and renamed the Vehicle Maintenance
Division (VMD), within the Bureau of General Services located in the
Department of Administrative Services. A new division of vehicle
maintenance was responsible for initiating some type of management
concept, although at thtS' point no one claimed the responsibility for
overall fleet management.®
In 1977 the VMD was reorganized and the Bureau of Motor Transport
Services (BMTS) was created as an independent bureau. Top level nanagement
and professional positions were created such as; the Director of
BMTS, Management Services Officer, Management Analyst and Properly and
Accounting Officer. 9 The persons assigned to these positions were intended
to implement fleet management concepts within the City of Atlanta.
In 1979, the City of Atlanta experienced a major reorganization and
BMTS vas placed in the Department of the Mayor and renamed the Office
of Motor Transport Services (QMTS). This reorganization did not have
a major impact on OMTS because the organization reitained unchanged. The
reason for prior reorganization of OMTS can be attributed to the
expectation that fleet management concepts would be developed and
implemented by new management staff and thereby provide increased vehicle






Cedric Maddox, Bureau of Motor Transport Services, "Status Report",
City of Atlanta, Noveirber 1977, p. 1. (Typewritten).
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The ccst to operate vehicle maintenance services has increased
over the past five years. The revenues, expenditures and positions in
Table I below clearly represent the rate of increase.
TABLE I.








1979 $8,148,978.60 $8,642,158.00 218 67 285
1978 7,402,545.47 7,821,960.46 210 36 246
1977 6,667,892.00 6,440,064.91 203 41 244
1976 5,753,000.00 6,168,176.09 207 46 253
1975 5,191,280.00 5,973,646.86 207 N/A 207
SOURCE: Cedric Maddox, Bureau of Motor Transport Services, Status
Report, City of Atlanta, November, 1977, p.l (Typewritten).
This rate of increase in operating costs can be associated with an
increase demand for the level of service to motor vehicles, inefficient
fleet management, or a canbination of both factors. Personnel at OMTS,
over the past five years, have been dependent on CETA personnel to fill
key positions. The expenditures coluim in Table I reflects the salaries
of authorized positions because CETA positions are federally funded.
Program analysis and studies have been conducted on OMTS to examine
its fleet operations and organizational structure. The results of these
studies have been similar in their reconmendations. The recommendations
include central ownership of the City's fleet, incorporation of the
vehicle and maintenance division of the Bureaus of Fire and Vfeter —
v^ich currently function as two separate maintenance operations — and
establish a central fleet management system._
"A Report to the Mayor - Program Analysis of the Fleet Management
System in the City of Atlanta", p. ii. (Typewritten).
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This study will examine the most highly reccmmended structure — a
centralized fleet management system.
Literature Review — CentralizationA)ecentralization.
Centralization is the main thrust of this study. The researcher has
defined centralization as the most effective measure for control because
decision making authority, in a centralized agency, remains in the hands of
a few. All major decision making occurs at the top of an organization.
This type of decision making represents the traditional hierarchial type
government structure. Decentralization can be defined as the placing of
authority or decision making in the hands of many. A decentralized
organization, divided into regions, would place decision making authority
at the regional levels. Decentralization is preferred by many to prevent
the formulation of hierarchial power created by centralization.
According to Felix A. Nigro and Lloyd G. Nigro, one of the major
disadvantages of centralization is that it represents a rigid hierarchy
as well as being the epitone of a closed bureaucracy.^^ A closed
bureaucracy represents hierarchial decision making vhere all decisions
are passed down. A centralized agency can have a negative inpact
on its organization vhen there are designated field offices because
heads of field offices exercise little power/authority relationships
over their unit. On the other hand, centralization has its advantages
v^ich, in some situations, outweigh the disadvantages. One of its
advantages is that it allows for better use of specialization, i.e.
TI
Felix A. Nigro and Lloyd G. Nigro, Modem Public Administration,
4th ed., "Centralization and Decentralization", New York, Harper &
Row Publishers, 1977, p. 179.
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specialized talents v^ereas, decentralization curbs specialization.
Centralization is necessary for control and accountability of an agency
or organization.
Centralization will be defined, for the purpose of this study as,
the specialization of a particular activity.^^The activity of fleet
mnagenient at OyTTS is the primary focus of this study. Attempts will
be made to determine vhether a centralized and specialized fleet
activity in the City of Atlanta is feasible. Currently fleet activity
is decentralized.
Simon, Smithburg and Thonpson in Public Administration discuss
several tendencies that lead to the centralizing of an activity. Sote
of the tendencies stated in Public Administration exist in the City of
Atlanta's fleet operations environment. Such as;
1. An increase in the magnitude of expenditures - As OyETS
expenditures rapidly increase, a mechanism is needed to
begin controlling those expenditures. The present structure
does not permit effective control of those expenditures
and fleet maintenance represents approximately l/5th of
the City's operating budget. This encourages interest in
identifying a control tool that can be obtained through
centralization.
2. The absence of belief in the efficacy of law - The City lacks
uniform standards for fleet operations. Development and
enforcement of standards and regulations regarding management
can be implemented through a centralized unit.
3. The direction of too much attentin to a particular Activity -
The City is attracting too much negative attention regarding
its fleet operations. When this consistently occurs,
centralization is expected to be the primary recommendation
to monitor tight control over that particular activity.
George Berkely, The Craft of Public Administration, "Centralization
and its Concerns", Boston, Allyn, & Bacon, Inc., 1975, p. 299.
13
Hubert A. Simon, Donald W. Smithburg, Victor A. Thompson, "Large
Scale Organization; The Trend Toward Centralization", Public
Administration, New York, Alfred A. Kncpf, 1971, p. 252.
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4. A lack of uniformity - As stated in number 2, the City does not
have a uniform system of operations. Centralization would
provide an avenue for uniformity by centralizing the fleet
activity at the highest level and uniform standards will be
set by the new overhead unit.
This study also adopts the theory that decentralization is the
distribution of specialization of a specific activity — for our
purposes here — fleet operations. Currently, the City is operating a
partially centralized fleet system. The maintenance of equipment
is centralized and writing of specifications and record keeping are both
centralized. On the other hand, acquisition of equipment and custody
and assignment of equipnent are decentralized. According to Management
Information Services (MIS) Report Number 203, this type of motor vehicle
decentralization lacks control over the use of equipnent and equipment
is not equally dispersed.
David R. Morgan, In Managing Urban America, gives three major
advantages of decentralization such as:
1. Services provided by smaller units frequently receive
higher citizen evaluations than those offered by larger
jurisdictions.
2. Econcmies of scale are not universally achieved with
greater size. In fact, certain services may be less
costly vAien offered by smaller units.
3. The existence of a large number of local governments may
provide greater citizen access to political authority and




"Management Information Services, Report Number 203", p. 5.
16 David R. Morgan, Managing Urban America, North Scituate, Mass.,
Duxbury Press, 1979, p. 26.
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What Morgan has apparently overlooked is the fragmaitation that cones with
decentralization, overlapping and duplication.
CMTS is a prime exanple of the disadvantages of decentralization.
QMIS functions as a fragmented organization costing the City well over $10
17
million dollars a year to operate motorized equipment. Decisions for the
aoquisitioi of parts and equipment are decentralized, specicilizations in the
mechanics field are costly, the trading of equipment is departmentalized, and
the City is in need of a control mechanism to correct these pr^sures,
"Centralization does permit a grouping of activities, bulk purchase of
supplies, the use of heavy equipment and other practices which can lower
18
overall costs."
The City of Atlanta's governmental structure is a centralized unit with
power and authority concentrated in various depaitment heads; however, each
department head is directly responsible to the Chief Administrative Officer.
What this stu^ is attempting to do is to examine the feasibility of
centralizing a major controversial activity in the city government -— fleet
management.
Environment
Agency Description. The City of Atlanta's Office of Motor Transport
Services (CMTS) is located in the Department of the Mayor. The Director
reports directly to the Mayor's Chief Administrative Officer. The director
is responsible for the plamilng, controlling, coordinating and ocrrinunicating
of activities for CMTS,
1980 Moor's Budget Summary.
^^Berkley, p. 300.
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OMTS is broken down into two min divisions: Management Services
Division and Maintenance Division(for OMTS organizational chart see
appendix B). The Management Services Division is headed by the Management
Services Officer and supportive staff, who are responsible for the design
and support of fleet management programs. The responsibility of this
division includes management support services for vehicular maintenance
of all City equipment except that of the Bureaus of Fire and Whter v^ich
includes: "plant maintenance, equipment parts, purchasing and stocking,
accounting and clerical support, management analysis, safety and training
programs and equipment parts specifications and analysis."
The Maintenance Division is headed by the Superintendent.
Maintenance is responsible for the following areas of service:
".. .mintenance and repairing of all motorized equipment with the exception
of equipment belonging to the Bureaus of Fire and Vfeter. Services
provided consist of motorized mintenance and fueling, motor fuels,
lubrication, battery and tire service available on a seven-day-a^week,
around the clock schedule. The scope of equipment maintained consists
of cars, motorcycles, trucks, off-road equipiment, includirg lawn mowers
and all tools."
The Office of Motor Transport Services has three min offices and
seven satellite offices strategically located throughout the City of
19





Atlanta to coordinate services to user departments. There are three
Area Chiefs each stationed at one of the three main offices v^ich are;
Claire Drive, Metro and Northside Drive. These garage facilities are
available to user departments based on their equipitent repair needs.
OMTS has an operating budget of $10,475,000.00 for the fiscal year
1980 and 300 authorized positions. OMTS provides service for approxi¬
mately 4,891 pieces of motorized equipment ranging from heavy trucks
to lawn and turf equipnent. The equipment is broken down into the
following categories:
890 Heavy Trucks - over 1 ton
1,392 Motorcycles, Cars and Light Trucks
21
2,609 Light and Heavy off-road equipment
In viewing the current fleet operations at OMTS, many conflicting
factors need to be addressed and improved before the concept of fleet
management can be considered. Some of these include, the organization's
structure or relationship to its user departments and an adequate
budgeting system to facilitate that structure.
Inefficient management results from the organization's method of
operations within its current organization structure. Inefficient
management at CMTS is reflected in the following ways: high fleet backlog,
above average of aged fleet, high maintenance cost, poor departmental
chargeback rates (costs charged to user departments for services rendered
by OMTS), and low pay for mechanics.
21
Bureau of Motor Transport Services (Typewritten).
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Intemship Experience
As an intern at OMTS, the researcher worked closely with the
Managenent Services Officer as a Budget Analyst/Administrative Assistant.
The intern served in a participatory capacity and occasionally in an
observatory capacity. The internship provided the researcher with
exposure in areas such as: Administrative procedures, organizational
planning, preparation of the line item budget defense, personnel
administration, coordinating meetings, critiquing a management workshop and
preparation of reports.
While serving in a participatory capacity f the researcher was
assigned specific tasks such as: (1) preparation of the 1980 budget
and analysis of line item materials, (2) preparation and justification of
requested program changes, (3) preparation for defense of the budget and
attendance at budget hearings, (4) conducted research on energy conservation
alternatives and prepared an energy proposal, (5) attended various
conferences concerning CMTS projects, (6) coordinated a conference which
focused on "Methanol frcm Coal for Diesel Engines", and (7) prepared a
Request for Proposal (RFP), specifications for a Management Equipment
Information System (MEIS).
Statement of the Problem
This study proposes to examine the feasibility of a centralized
fleet management system in the City of Atlanta. Atlanta currently
operates a central garage for maintaining the City's motorized equipment,
maintaining records, and authorizing equipment for commerical trade.
Purchasing and management of equipment is done on a departmental basis.
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Each department requisitions for the purchase of equipment, determines
how equipment will be utilized and determines vhich pieces of equipment
will be requested for trade.
As a result of the decentralized fleet operations, the City of
Atlanta has experienced excessive maintenance costs, inaccurate
equipment inventory, uncontrollable growth of the Clip's fleet and a
high level of aged fleet.
II. CURRENT METHCD OF OPERATIONS
TABLE II. Current and Proposed functions. This table represents
current functions of OMTS and the proposed functions of OMTS.
A B
PRESENT EONCnONS
- Central Maintenance Garage
facilities.
- Receive requisitions for new
and replaceirent equipirent.
- /^prove recommendations for
commercial trade.
~ Write specifications for all
equipirent exc^t the Bureaus
of Fire and Vbter Services.
- Receive accident reports,
lost and stolen reports from
user departnents.
~ Maintain certified titles for
equipment and purchase tags.
~ Inspect equipment for respective
departments.
- Safety and training programs for
OMTS employees.
“ Provide fuel for equiprent.
PRDPDSED EUNCnONS
- Central equipment motor pool.
- Procurement of equipment — file
and follow-up requisitions for
new and replaconent equipment.
- Standardized replacement cycle.
- Central equipment utilization
- Incorporate the Bureaus of Fire
and Vfeter.
- Central control of all reports.
- Standardize work measurements.
-• Standard preventive maintenance
policy.
- Safety and training programs for
all equipirent operators.
Column A represents OMTS as it currently functions and ColiMr b
represents proposed functions of OMTS. Functions A & B oonbined




The Office of Motor TranspDrt Services (OMTS) functions as the
City's central garage for iraintaining and repairing all City vehicles
excluding the Bureaus of Fire and Whter. OMTS maintains all City
vehicle certificate titles, authorizes equipment for trade, writes
specifications, receives accident and abuse reports, schedules oil change
and lubrication, performs repairs and capital improvements on equipment,
and administers safety and training programs. The above activities
are expected to maintain the City's fleet in working condition allowing
departments to continuously deliver scheduled services to the conmunily.^'^
CMTS is currently functioning as an auxiliary unit. "An auxiliary
unit is suppose to assist the line organization by performing certain
common tasks. Line departnents are those departments with a primary
objective to provide public service." 23The relationship between OMTS
as an auxiliary unit and user departnents as line departments is to
provide maintenance service for each department's motorized equipment.
If the equipment service is interrupted or delayed, line departments are
unable to deliver public service.
CMTS operates ten garage facilities of vAiich three facilities are
designated as headquarters and the renaining seven facilities are
designated as satellite locations strategically located in the City of
22
An Executive Order, City of Atlanta, 1974.
23
Herbert A. Simon, Donald W. Smithburg, Victor A. Thanpson, Public
Administration, "Large-Scale Organization: The Trend Toward
Centralization," Alfred A. Kncpf, New York, 1971, p. 281.
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Atlanta. The garage facilities provide scheduled arK3 unscheduled
services to the City's motorized equipment. Scheduled services refer
to oil and lubrication of vehicles as part of a limited preventive
maintenance program, and unscheduled services refer to equipment
breakdowns. All City equipment is categorized in one of the following
three categories: heavy truck category, automotive category and off-road
category. Major repairs are completed at the headquarters for each category
and minor repairs are conpleted at satellite locations. Equipment is
assigned to garage facilities based on equipment type and repair needs.
Below is a list of all garage locations classified by equipment categories
FIGURE I
HEAW TRUCK CATEGORY
Claire Drive Facility, Headquarters
Maddox Park Facility
Hill Street Facility




Metro Service Facility, Headquarters
OFF-ROAD (^EGORy




Bureau of Motor Transport Services, Progress Report, November, 1977,
p. 2 (Typewritten).
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The heavy truck area consists of sanitation garbage trucks, utility
trucks, highways and streets repair trucks, v®ter pollution control trucks
and fuel tanks. The automotive area consists of autcraobiles, pick-up
trucks, vans, motorcycles and cushmans (3 vAieel police vehicle). Off-road
area consists of lawn mowers and construction equipment such as: cranes,
tractors, graders, dozers and asphalt repair trucks.
Major user departments of OMTS services are Environment and Streets —
Sanitation, Whter Pollution Control and Highways and Streets and the Bureau
of Police Services. OMTS provides limited preventive maintenance (PM)
and emergency repairs. PM includes routine checks such as: oil levels,
fluid levels, lubrication of moving parts, tire pressure and coolant level.
Emergency repairs include wrecks, breakdowns and operator equipment abuse.
Container lifts are scheduled for PM once a month, rear loaders are
scheduled for PM every two months and all other motorized equipment every
three months.^^PM policies are enforced and adequate; however, mechanics are
not immediately available for scheduled or emergency repairs. The City now
experiences high backlog levels as a result.26
Backlog. "Backlog" refers to the number of vehicles shopped and
unavailable for departments use. "Shopped" refers to equipment in the
garage being repaired. Vhen there is a high backlog user departments are
unable to continue scheduled services to the community. OMTS is responsible
for repairing equipment and returning it to user departments as quickly and
25
Information obtained from shop personnel. City of Atlanta, March, 1980
26
Interview with OMTS Official, March, 1980.
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efficiently as possible bo allow user deparments to meet their objectives.
A hypothetical case is developed below to illustrate the significance of
iiBintaining a minimum backlog. Figures used in this illustration are
purely fictitious and do not represent actual figures.
ILLUSTE^ATION I. Assume the following factors for Sanitation
60 authorized garbage trucks
50 trucks are needed for daily routes
10 trucks are used for back-up
50 scheduled daily routes
Sanitation utilizes 50 trucks daily, one truck per
route. If 20 garbage trucks are shopped, sanitation
would have available 40 trucks to ccarplete the
scheduled 50 routes. This means there are no back-up
trucks available if one truck breaks down. The results
for operating 40 trucks without back-up can be approached
from a two-fold perspective.
1. Either the trucks available will be used to
ccxnplete the 50 routes resulting in excessive
use and abuse of equipment(no allowance time for
emergency breakdowns and excessive maintenance
cost),or
2. The daily scheduled garbage pick-ups will be
reduced to accommodate the equipment capacity
resulting in an unsatisfied public who will be
adding pressure to tcp> elected officials.
This case illustrates the significance of a well oirganized fleet
management program to maintain the City of Atlanta's service require¬
ments.
Establishing appropriate backlog levels has been difficult for the
City of Atlanta. There is no set policy to determine What an acceptable
level of backlog is. To establish a standard backlog policy, the
following information should be readily available: (1) an accurate
inventory of equipment in each department; (2) standards for determining
-20-
how many pieces of equiprent are needed to efficiently perform services;
and (3) how mariy pieces of back-up equipnent each department needs.
Because equiprent inventory and utilization rates are not adequately
maintained it is difficult to identify each department's equipment needs
and to substantiate departmental corplaints regarding its equipiient needs.
The overall backlog level is estiirated to be approximately 6% of the
City's fleet maintained by OMTS as reflected in Table III below. These
vary by types of equipment such as: the heavy truck category (approximately
20% of the fleet is on backlog), the automotive category (approximately 3%),





FLEET CATEGORY PIECES OF EQUIPMENT % NUMBER
Overall 4,891 6 293.46
Heavy Truck Category 890 20 178
Automotive Category 1,392 3 41.76
Off-Road Category 2,609 3 78.27
298.03
SOURCE: Management Analyst Backlog Report, February, 1980.
Although it is presently unknown exactly v^at is an acceptable level
of backlog, departments express their displeasure in the current backlog
level of 6%. Production can also be delayed by not having a standard
fleet, inappropriate shcp equipment and the inability to schedule
preventive and routine maintenance, avirs is suffering fron unavailable
27
Management Analyst Backlog Report, February, 1980 (Typewritten).
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parts because of its outdated fleet. A majority of the parts used by
OMTS are no longer manufactured. The parts factor also contributes to
a high backlog level. Backlog can be the result of excessive equipment
abuse or a low level of mechanic production. Production at OPirs will be
discussed in the follcwing section.
Production. Production at CMrS refers to the efficient utilization
of assigned hours and flat rate hours. Assigned hours are those hours
designated to OMTS via authorized positions and available working hours
within the year. Flat rate hours refer to the time assigned for
completion of a job. For example, two hours assigned to change a tire
is considered a flat rate hour.
Motor Transport officials indicated that problCTis are experienced
in managing assigned hours vs. hours given back (actual hours worked).
Actual hours worked are less than assigned hours for the following reasons:
vacancies, sick time, vacation time, hurt time and excessive absences.
OMTS is however functioning within its production standards, i.e., flat
rate hours, at a 95% efficiency level for assigned work.^^Flat rate hours
include some of the follcwing time assignments: minor automotive repairs —
two hours, minor heavy truck repairs two to three hours and major heavy
truck repairs up to 22 hours. A hypothetical illustration is given below
to demonstrate the impact of assigned hours vs. hours given back:
28
Motor Transport Official, City of Atlanta, March, 1980
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ILLUSTRATION II.
Assigned hours (positions and available work hours) 100%
Vacancies (2 positions) 10%
Sick Leave Hours 5%
Vacation 2%
Hurt Time 2%
Absences (excused & unexcused) 3%
Total loss time 22%
Total hours given back (100% - 22%) 78%
In suitinary, of the 100% assigned hours only 78% of those hours can
be considered productive hours and 22% non-productive hours. Assume 1,000
hours a week is assigned OMTS, based on the figures in the illustration
above, 780 of the 1,000 hours are actually utilized and 220 hours represent
loss time. According to avrrs, 95% of the actual hours are efficiently
utilized — 95% of 780 hours represents 741 real production hours and the
remaining 39 idle hours can be added to the non-productive hours increasing
loss hours.The number of assigned hours allotted to OMTS does not
facilitate the fleet capacity. The City of Atlanta's fleet is excessively
large with few mechanics to maintain and repair equipment. Currently,
there is no set policy on vehicle equivalency — assigning/matching
equipment to mechanics. The current status of mechanics creates an
environment of overworked mechanics. All these factors should be
considered when productivity in an agency is being measured.
Budget Procedures and OMTS.
The budget process of the City of Atlanta begins around mid June
with a budget seminar and the Mayor's budget address outlining his budget
objectives for the next year and reviewing expected revenues for the




to the various departments containing sairple budget forms, instructions
on how to ccmplete the forms and deadline dates for the budget season.
The City utilizes the Line Item Budget approach. The current approved
budget becoires the base budget for the following year. Departments
gather and analyze — over a three year period — line item materials
are being requested in the budget and project future costs for those line
items utilizing an inflation factor. Departmental budgets are prepared
with close assistance from the Budget Analysts and Financial Analysts
assigned to each department by the Bureau of Budget Policy and Evaluation
(BBP&E) and the Department of Finance, respectively. Program changes
are not included in the base budget, but are entered in a separate
category on the budget request forms.
When departments complete their first draft of the budget, it is
submitted, in duplicate, to the BBP&E and the Department of Finance for
review, evaluation and recaranendations. At this point, budgets are
submitted to the budget ccmmittee for review and matching of revenues
with proposed expenditures. If necessary, cutbacks in the budget will be
administered initially, by first contacting department heads requesting
them to recommend budget reductions. If departments cannot decide which
items to cut, the budget committee will administer cuts on a judgemental
basis. After budgets have been reviewed by the Mayor, department heads are
required to attend a budget hearing vAiere they are permitted to make
presentations justifying their budget requests. The budget ccmmittee is
composed of Council members, the Ccmmissioner of Finance, Chief Administra¬
tive Officer (CAD) and each department's Budget and Financial Analysts.
After presentations have been concluded additional cuts, if any, are
administered
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The budget conninittee submits requests to the Mayor for review
of reconmendations. The Mayor presents his budget address to the
City Council. Public hearings are held on budget ordinances before
an executive budget ordinance is adopted.
Execution of the budget is scheduled to begin in January of
each year, but the budget ordinance is not adopted until February
on
and budget execution begins around March of each year. The budget
overview supplies a brief summary of the City's budgetary process.
Details of the budget process are not included in this study haecause
it is outside the scope of the paper.
QMTS Budget. The CMTS budget is prepared by analyzing past
consunption of all line item accounts and projecting future cost and
use of supplies and materials. User departments determine, by
consumption, how much of a line item is consumed through services rendered
by OMTS. During the initial stages of the budget process, user departments
submit to Motor Transport an Authorized to Trade (AT) form. This form
allows departments to request the replacement of equipment in their
departmental budgets. Equipment may be requested because it is wrecked or
aged equipment — equipment that has reached the end of its useful econonic
life. User departments submit trade requests through the AT process to
OMTS v^o in turn inspects and evaluate each requested item and accept or
reject it for trade. After equipment has been accepted for trade each
department incorporates a section of their budget for replac^ient of
equipment. Wien departments request additional equipnent, a separate request
30
Interview with OMTS Official, March, 1980.
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form is ccmpleted — request for additional equipnent and incorporated
into each department's budget. The budget process for OMTS follows the
same pattern as all other departments with the exception of the AT form
process.
Procurement/^idding Process. Procurement of additional and replacenent
equipnent connences after the adoption of the executive budget ordinance
v^ich authorizes the level of expenditures for all equipient. Each
department submits requisitions to OMTS for the purchase of equipment
approved in the budget and CMTS writes the specifications (SPECS) for each
piece of equipnent, e.g., department may request a guaranteed maintenance
program for equipment being purchased or an air conditioner for an
autorobile. SPECS are prepared by OMTS with a representative from each
department to ensure that they are written to the exact needs of each
department. The SPECS are then sxabraitted to authorized vendors, approved
by the Department of Purchasing. The bidding process normally begins in
late February or early March and ends late in May.
Vendors submit their bids to CMTS for review; this process continues
until CMTS and each department agrees on the lowest most responsible bid.
After the vendors have been selected, orders are placed for the purchase of
equipment. All equipment is on order ty the end of June.
It can take anyvhere from one to three months before the actual
delivery of small pieces of equipment three to eighteen months before the
delivery of heavy equipment. Equipment approved for purchase may not arrive
until Decer±)er or any tine thereafter. While orders may be placed beyond
June, any orders thereafter will result in a higher dollar cost than
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equipment ordered in June. Prices for equipment orders in June are
also relatively higher than equipment ordered in January.
OMTS Budget Execution Chargeback System. The Office of Motor
Transport Services (OMTS) operating funds are budgeted in the Wbrking Capital
Fund. The Vtorking Capital Fund is a revolving fund v^ich receives revenues
through charges levied against C026 accounts in operating funds such as the
General Fund and various Revenue Funds. Each user department is assigned
a line item account C026 for service to motorized equipment. Vhen OMTS
provides service to user departments payment for that service is charged
to the appropriate C026 account through the OMTS billing system. All C026
accounts are equivalent to the approved OMTS budget.
The chargeback system is a method of retrieving funds back to Wbrking
Capital. Chargeback rates are established by OMTS and the Department of
Finance. Chargeback rates reflect OMTS's operating costs for providing
services to user departments' motorized equipment. Included in the
chargeback rates are the following: administrative overhead, flat rate
for labor, actual cost for direct materials and facility overhead. An
illustration is provided for the chargback of a tire change;
ILLUSTRATION; III^^
Tire Cost $20.00
Flat Labor Rate 5.00
Tire Supplies Overhead 7.00
Sub-Total $32.00
Adm. Overhead 4.80 (15% of sub-total)
Total Cost $36.00
All figures used in the illustration above are fictitious and do not
represent actual OMTS figures for tire change. The cost for that tire
31
All information regarding the Procurement/Bidding Process section
was obtained fron OMTS officials. May, 1980.
32
Management Services Division, OMTS, February, 1980.
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charge would be deposited back into the Working Capital Fund in a revenue
account. Figure II on page 28 illustrates the operations of the Revolving
Fund/Wbrking Capital Fund.
Execution of the budgeted funds begins after appropriations to the
non-revolving funds — General Funds — have been conopleted. The sum of
all C026 accounts represents the Motor Transport Budget for the fiscal
year. OMTS performs services, as requested, to motorized equipment v^ich
generates charges. These charges reduce the C026 accounts and beccme
revenue for OMTS deposited in the Working Capital Fund. Once revenues
are collected, OMTS pays for supplies needed to operate, for salaries,
overtime, car washes, facilities and other related services (see Figure II).
Expenditures for OMTS are reviewed on a quarterly basis with the Financial
Analyst and an OMTS official. The bulk of OMTS's operating expenses are
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III. CmPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ATLANTA AND fflOENIX
The City of Phoenix iraintains approxiitately 4,019 pieces of
equipment and Atlanta maintains approximately 4,891 pieces of equipment.
The population in the City of Phoenix is approximately 700,000 and
the population in the City of Atlanta is approximately 500,000. Ehoenix
is basically a dry area with flat terrain, and Atlanta is a hilly area
with plenty of rainfall. Traveling conditions in the Atlanta area are
more hazardous than those in PhoenixAlthough Phoenix serves more
citizens based on the population than Atlanta, its fleet size remains
relatively smaller than the City of Atlanta.
Phoenix is considered to be a model City for its efficient fleet
management. In the fleet management studies conducted by the City of
Dallas, Texas, the assistant manager ccmmended the City of E^ioenix for
its overall management of the City's fleet.^'^The equipment program
structure for Phoenix is shown below in Table IV . The organizational
structure is shown in ^^pendix C. This program structure represents the
centralized operation of the Equipment Management Division in the City
of Phoenix.
As previously stated, Atlanta utilizes a decentralized fleet system and
Phoenix utilizes a centralized one. Table V on pages 31 and 32 display the
13
Status Report, City of Atlanta Ofice of Motor Transport Services,
Novenber, 1977, p. 10 (Typewritten).
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current functions of WITS, the proposed functions of CMTS and the current
functions of Phoenix. A difference in the operations of each City is
shown in Table V.
TABLE V
Contrast Bet^^een Atlanta and Phoenix by
Fleet ManageiTient Categories (includes current
operations of OMTS, proposed operations of OriTS
and Phoenix's fleet management activities)
Fleet Man^ement
Activity












. Revolving Fund 1 X X [ X
. Cost Accounting 1 non-existent X ( X
. Mang. Inform. System
LEVEL OF SERVICE:


















PERSONNEL: | I I
. Selection





Education 1 Limited X 1 X




SAFETY PRACTICES 1 1 1
. Shop Safety 1 X X ( X























. Equipment Safety Isame as above 1
1 1
X X
PLANNING: 1 1 1
-Equipment 1 1 I
. Vehicle Requirement! 1 I
& fleet utilization! Non-existent 1 X X
. Specification Prep.! X ! X X
. Procurement of Bq. ! Non-existent 1 X X
. Eq. Replacement ! Non-existent ! X X







FAaLITIES: | | 1
. Planning for the ! X ! X X
operations of ! I j
facilities 1 X 1
1
I 1 1
MANPOWER: | | |
.work Performance Stds. Non-existent ! X X
. Manloading schedule! Non-existent ! X X
. Vehicle Equivalency! 1 I





OPERATIONS: ! ! j
.Centralized Motor pool Non-existent ! X X
. Vehicle Assignment I Non-existent 1 X X
. Computerized Bq. Cont Under Review ! X X





SUPPORT SERVICE: j ! I
. Fueling I X ! X X
. Vfeshirg | X 1 X X
. Field (t Emerg. Serv. X 1 X X
. Bldg. & Grounds Maint X 1 X X





SECURITy: 1 1 !
. Internal ! Non-existent ! X X
. External 1 X 1 X X
S0UR2E: David J. Jendro and Jercxie D. Franklin, PE., Equipment Managerrent
Manual "Administration; Plannirrj: Bquipirent, Facilities, Manpower;
and Operations", Anerican Public Vforks Association Institute for
Equipment Services and AR-IA Research Foundation, Chicago, May, 1977.
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The features in Table V on fleet management were released by the American
Public Mbrks Association (APl^A) as standard characteristics of efficient
fleet management. {APWA is the professional association for fleet
manageirent.)
Prior to 1968, the Equipment Division of Hioenix functioned under a
centralized maintenance garage facility and a decentralized fleet activity.
The superintendent, recognizing the need for iitprovement, hired a management
consultant firm to review Phoenix's fleet operations and reconmended-a
specific work measurement and cost control program. The program recanmended
and adopted vas the Methods-Time Measurement (MTM) based-Universal
Maintenance Standards (UMS) program. These measurements vare implemented
to effectively manage and utilize labor as well as improve methods of tine
management.
In 1970 the City of Ehoenix underwent a major reorganization at
v^ich time the Ekguipment Maintenance Division (EMD) was centralized
and ownership of equipnent transferred from user departments to EMD.
The EMD rented equipment back to user departments under a rental program
that provided revenue to cover the operating and maintenance cost of the
division as well as sufficient funds to purchse replacement units.
In 1974-1975, Phoenix adopted the Vehicle Equivalency System for
staffing its equipment shops. This approach utilized by Phoenix has been
used by the United States Air Force for many years. The same equivalency
used for the Air Force is used by Phoenix, i.e., 75 units is equivalent to
35
City of Dallas Equipment Services Study, "Staffing and Utilization of




one mechanic. This system has proven to be effective for Phoenix because
it allows them to increase the number of mechanics as the fleet increases
37
and vice-versa.
As stated earlier, OMTS chargeback maintenance cost to user departments
and equipment is procured, owned and assigned by individual departments.
The City of Atlanta is experiencing vAiat Ihoenix experienced prior to 1968.
Over the past five years, management studies have been conducted on the
operations of CSVfTS. The major recommendations have always been to
centralize the operations. Some of the reconmendations include the
following; "Centralize ownership of the City's motorized fleet...,
incorporate the Bureaus of Fire and Vfeter maintenance personnel..., provide
for a designated administrator within each user department to coordinate
fleet management activities..., and specify fleet management information
*30
requirements based upon elenfients of the Phoenix model. " Atlanta implemented
a few of the recommendations v^ile others were rejected. This approach
taken by the City of Atlanta can account for oyrrs's partially centralized
characteristics,
Management tools employed by OMTS, such as; recordkeeping division,
fleet audits, parts audits and updated inventory can be effective if
th^ are strictly enforced. Fleet management concepts can be effective
management tools for OMTS if it can win the support of City officials,
administrators and user departments. The Equipment Management Division —




Program Analysis of Fleet Management in the City of Atlanta,
October, 1976, p. v - vii.
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the City's fleet; they are: Equipment Replacement Fund (ERF),
Universal Maintenance Standards (UMS), and the Vehicle Equivalency
System (VES).
Equipment Replacement Fund (ERF). The ERF is used to replace the
Enterprise or Vforking Capital Fund. The ERF accumulates revenues from user
departments through rental rates and depreciation expenses. The replacenent
fund includes scheduled replacement of equipment and emergency purchases of
additional equipment. The rationale supporting the ERF is, if equipment
needs to be replaced or an emergency need arises for the purchase of
additional equipment, then funds would be readily available without
seeking appropriations fran Council members. This approach also allows
the Equipment Maintenance Division to be self-supporting and all user
departments pay constinuously into this self-supporting fund. ERF can
39
be considered a revolving fund.
OMTS utilizes a working capital fund — also a revolving fund. User
departments are charged back for services rendered by OMTS. The working
Capital Fund (WCF) includes suppplies and other overhead expenses. The
WCF does not incorporate funds to meet emergency equipment needs or the
replacement of equipment. If equipment is being replaced or additional
equipnent procurred then appropriations will be provided during the budget
season. If anticipated revenues are lew, then equipment scheduled to be
replaced will be delayed resulting in an outdated or aged fleet.
39
City of Dallas Equipment Studies, p. 6 (Typewritten).
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Interview with a Bureau of Budget Policy and Evaluation Official,
February, 1980.
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Universal Maintenance Standards (UMS). UMS is a nodern method for
grouping repair time of equipment into categories. Rather than assign a
specific time to a particular job, as in the "Time and Motion Studies
approach"^^UMS assigns a time range to a particular job. Example, one
repair job may take 2.5 hours and another repair job may take 3.2 hours for
conpletion.^^Both jobs would be assigned to a 3 hour time category. By
classifying jobs in a time group, it allows the Rioenix fleet operations to
effectively manage production time and production workers accept the UMS
43
management tool.
CMTS utilizes assigned hours as explained in Section II of this study.
This approach closely reseirbles that of the Time and Motion Studies,
although this approach has not been identified as OMTS's management tool
for efficient time and labor manageirent.
Vehicle Equivalency System. The Vehicle Equivalency System (VES) is a
method of assigning mechanics to vehicles based on vehicle equivalency units
(VEU). The formula adopted by Phoenix is 75 vehicle equivalency units equal
one mechanic. To determine how many mechanics are needed to naintain the
City's fleet, all equipment is categorized, i.e., all rear loaders, all
automobiles, all front end loaders, etc. One VEU equals the average number
of hours spent yearly to maintain that type/piece of equipment. The average
hours spent maintainig a piece of equipment is multiplied the number of
vehicles in that category. When this process has been completed for all
_
Time and Motion Studies gained currency from Frederick W. Taylor's
Scientific Management and Frank Gilberth's Motion Studies Betveen
1911-1924.
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categories, all categories are added, then divided by 75 to determine
how many mechanics are needed to maintain the City's fleet.
See Illustration IV below for determining the number of mechanics
required to maintain thirteen (13) Street Sweepers.
ILLUSTRanaSt IV; STREET SWEEPERS
No. Street Average Hours Total No. Units Per No. Mechanic
Sweepers to Maintain of Units Mechanic Needed
13 X 12.0 = 156 / 75 = 2.0
Based on the illustration above, two mechanics are needed to efficiently
maintain thirteen street sweepers.
Phoenix operates under the VES. The City Manager's Office in Phoenix
is ccanmitted, by City Ordinance, to add mechanics vAien the size of the fleet
increases and reduce mechanics v^en the size of the fleet decreases. City
Council supported this system with the passage of the appropriate City
Ordinance.
OMTS does not function under the VES and the mechanics employed are
too few for the size of the fleet. There is no set formula indicating how
many mechanics are needed to efficiently maintain the City's fleet. During
the 1980 budget season, OMTS proposed the VES to the Council and demonstrated
the need to employ such a management toolJ^^ Atlanta's City Council denied
the request for adept ion of the VES. Below is an illustration of the




Abena Briscoe, "Position Paper Summarizing the High Backlog
Level at Claire Drive", August 30, 1979, (Typewritten).
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ILLUSTRATION V; HEADQUARTERS — VEHICLE EQUIVALENCY UNITS
No. Refuse Units Per Total Units Per No. Mech.
Units X Vehicle = Units / Mechanic = Needed
Proposed 102.5 18.3 1,875 75 25
Actual 102.5 18.3 1,875 155 12
Based on the illustration above, 25 mechanics are needed to efficiently
maintain the refuse units, vhereas, the City enploys twelve mechanics.
In a summary of the conparisons done in 1979 on seven cities, Dallas
revealed the major differences laetween the City of Atlanta and the City of
Phoenix. Phoenix manitains all equipment and OMTS maintains all equipment
with the exception of Fire and Whter. Ek^uipnent Management Division (EMD)
of Phoenix purchases all equipment and user departments in the City of
Atlanta purchase their respective equipment. The annual replacement budget
for Phoenix was estimated around $7,061,135 and for Atlanta, by user
departments is estimated at $5 million dollars. The total annual budget
for the EMD in Phoenix is approximately $22 million dollars v^ich includes
the purchase of equipment. Atlanta's OMTS budget is approximately $10
million dollars for naintaining equipment. The garbage category reveals
the following; Phoenix garbage collection methods are 40% curb and 60%
alleys. Altanta collects garbage once a week on the curb. Phoenix
serves 144 daily routes plus 116 pack auxiliaries and Atlanta serves 110
daily routes. The Police category reveals that Phoenix has 462 patrol
cars and 299 unmarked cars vhereas, Atlanta has 162 patrol cars and 227







Catimercial Repairs (est.) $264,595








SOURCE: Equipment Services Activil^, Data Conparisons,
City of Dallas, July, 1979.
Costs for Phoenix and Atlanta have risen since 1979, but the
above figures can serve as recent estimates. Although costs are higher
for Phoenix than Atlanta, Phoenix includes all charges for operating
costs plus depreciation vhereas, Atlanta's figures represent
operating, overhead and maintenance costs.
IV. SURVEY ANALYSIS
Methodology.
The primary research tool utilized for this study was interviews.
The interviews attenpted to solicit input from all involved parties,
i.e.. Council Members, top administrative officials, user department
officials and OMTS officials. The purpose of the interviews vas to
assist the researcher in determining the feasibility of a centralized
fleet system in the City of Atlanta. The eighteen intervievaes will
be considered the sample population for this study. Because the
questions were open ended, the researcher will analyze the responses in
summary form and draw conclusions at the end of each section. The
sampled population requested that their identities remain unrevealed.
The sample population consists of key pecple directly involved with
OMTS who would have an impact on its centralization. Selection of
interviewees was based on the significance of their roles, knowledge
and interest in OMTS. The researcher interviewed the City Council
Members vho demonstrated concern and interest in OMTS by their attending
meetings and discussing the various fleet management problems with OMTS
officials. OMTS officials identified various Council Members that are
familiar with the fleet operations. Tc^ administrative officials
consist of finance personnel who review financial policies, available
resources and chargeback rates; budget personnel consist of budget
analysts and policy developers; and canmissioners and administrators vho
-AO-
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nonitor the operations of OMTS and cxordinate services to user
departments. User department officials consist of department
heads vto receive direct services from OMPS. OMTS officials include
all personnel responsible for the operations of the Office of Motor
Transport Services.
The analysis of responses to questions will be broken dcwn into
three categories; 1) General - discusses questions asked to the total
sample population. The general category of questions are applicable
to all areas of the sample population. 2) Top administrative officials.
Council Members and OMTS officials were asked questions related to their
respective offices. The reason for a separate grouping of the tcp
officials, etc. in the second category was to avoid duplication.
3) Individuals in user departments were asked questions related to the
services rendered by OMTS. For a list of questions asked in the
interviews refer to appendix D.
General Category;
Question; How do you perceive the functions of CMTS?
Ccxnment: 65% of the sample population fully understood
the functions of OMTS, 15% vaguely understood CMTS
functions and 20% vere not sure exactly vAiat OMTS
functions involved.
Question: Wiat is the relationship between your office and
CMTS?
Ccxnment: 55% of the sample population develop policies govern¬
ing OMTS, enact legislation and monitor OMTS operations








directly involved in the use of CMTS services
and 15% are actual OMTS officials administering
services to user departments.
Do you feel there are managerial problems at OMTS?
If so, can you identify a few of them?
25% felt management vas efficient at OMTS, 60%
identified the high backlog level and high charge
back rates as the biggest problem at OMTS and 15%
expressed that managerial problems occurred because
of a lack of technical expertise in fleet operations.
Can you identify the strengths and weaknesses at
OMTS? If so, please elaborate.
75% identified the mechanics employed at CMTS as
a major weakness because the majority of their
mechanics are CETA (temporary) workers; the
charge back rates are too high and mechanics take too
much time ccmpleting minor repairs. 10% did not work
closely with OMTS and were unable to identify their
strengths and weaknesses. 15% highly commended
the management team at OMTS and commented that the
operations could iitprove.
Would you support a central fleet operation? Please
elaborate.
80% would support centralization if CMTS could inprove
its level of output and become a functional
organization. 20% would not support centralization
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for the following reasons: 1) their faith in the
production level at OMTS is lew; 2) the fear of not
being supplied with adequate equipnent to complete
job assignnents; and 3) the fear of concentrating
too inuch power in agency/departinent.
Question: Wiat do you think centralization will accotplish?
CcHiment: 80% felt centralization is necessary to control and
efficiently operate the City's fleet. 10% felt
centralization would create a power hungry organization
with very little acccmplishirents, 3% felt the City
could benefit substantially from centralization and
7% did not recognize any major accomplishments under
centralization that cannot be accomplished under the
current method of operations.
Summary. Responses to the general category of questions revealed
that Council menbers, top administrators and user department officials
understand the current operations of Motor Transport; however, it was
expressed during the course of the intervievs that there are some City
administrators and officials vho have not taken the time to understand
the function of OMTS. Over 60% of the sairple population agreed that the
major problem at OMTS is the high backlog level and the chargeback rates.
15% of the population expressed their satisfication with the management
team at CMTS.
Centralization is supported by 80% of those interviewed but the
biggest fear expressed by the remaining 20% was that OMTS can become
too powerful an organization. The remainirg 20% also lacks confidence in
the ability of CMTS to efficiently manage a centralized operation.
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Category of Top Administrators/ Council Members and OMTS
Officials; 55% of the sample population were tcp Cil^
Administrators and Council members and 15% were OMTS officials.
This section of the study includes questions that frequently
generated a high level of response from the sample population.
Question: Does the current method of fleet operations adequately
Comment:
facilitate the City's equipment needs?
30% of the sample population indicated the current method
is adequate, but improvements will strengthen the
organization. 70% indicated that serious inadequacies
exist and should be addressed. The inadequacies
identified include the current organization structure
of the bidding process, the inventory system and the
replacement cycle of equipnent.
Question: Does CM'S receive adequate resources to operate
effectively?
CoTiment: 65% of the sample population admitted CMS is not
allocated adequate resources to meet their objectives,
but CMS is not efficiently managing its present
allocations. 25% felt they are receiving more than their
share of resources arrf the ramining 10% did not respond
to the question.
Question; How does the current City ordinance affect the operations
of OMTS via the bidding process?
Ccanment: 50% responded that the City ordinance does not allow





purchasing process for equipment cannot begin until
after the budget is adopted. Vhen the purchasing
process is completed equipment is delivered late in
the year. This causes OMTS to lose manufacturer
discounts on equipment v^en purchased. 10% are
unaware of the bidding process and 20% felt that
any limitations imposed on CMTS via a City ordinance
resulted from a lack of understanding OMTS functions
and the rennaining 20% did not respond.
Are you aware of studies conduted through the years
on CM'S and their recommendations to centralize? If
so, v^y has the City not seriously consider the
recommendations by the consultants?
85% of the sanple populatin pointed out that there
is a high resistance against centralizing and user
departments do not demonstrate a high confidence level
in OMTS abilities. 15% indicated that the initial
steps have been taken by centralizing a few fleet
activities, but the process would be extensive and
implenented on a step-by-step basis. All interviewed
personnel are familiar with the fleet management
studies conducted on the City of Atlanta.
To initiate centralization, do you think the City
will be willing to invest the one-time lump-sum
providing it can be realized at a reasonable rate
and with marginal savings?
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Comment: 73% of the sample population felt the Council
Menbers would be hesitant to appropriate a luitp-
sum for this purpose. 9% conmented that the lump-
sum can be a wise investment and less expensive to
the City, and the remaining 18% conmented that an
initial lump-sum would not be necessary because it
would only amount to a paper transfer.
Question: Vhen do you feel the City will be in a position to
centralize?
Connment: All respondents indicated that the City is not in a
position financially to centralize in the near future.
Summary. Fran the perspective of top administrators. Council members
and OMTS officials, over 50% of the sample population would like to change
the current oprations to a more centralized one. The reason for fear
of centralization appears to be due to an inherited inefficient management
problem of the organization. Based on the history of CMTS, the past
reorganizations occurred to initiate fleet management because there was
no former management of the City's fleet. The current man^ement team, in
its attempt to introduce new management concepts, had to first overcome
previous practices of maintaining and managing the fleet in its attempt to
achieve an efficient accountable system. As a result of past inefficient
management the backlog level has remained high and departments have not
been supplied with adequate equipment to maintain their service levels.
Based on the research data, a comprehensive fleet cperations will not
occur within the next tvra years, because the Cil^ is not in the financial
position and the service level at OMTS is low. The sample population also
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indicated to the researcher that centralization of the fleet operation,
viien feasible, would have to be initiated in a step-by-step process.
User Departments. 30% of the sairple population were user
department officials. (User departments' interviews are vital because
centralization would directly affect user departments).
Question: As a user department official of OMTS services, hew would
Comment:
you evaluate services rendered by OMTS.
30% of the saitple revealed that services v«re adequately
provided; 50% revealed that adequate services were provided
considering the resources OMTS is working with, but
expressed dissatisfaction with the backlog level, and
20% preferred commercial operations to conduct the
service because they were totally unsatisfied with
OMTS affiliations.
Question: What are your general feelings about the chargeback
Comment:
rates at OMTS?
All respondents felt the chargeback rates of OMTS
consumed too much of the user departments' budgets.
20% of the respondents understood the chargeback system,
v^ereas the remaining respondents were not clear how
it operates.
Question: Do you understand v4iat is involved in a centralized
Comment:
fleet nanagenent system?
60% of the respondents vrere not exactly sure how the process
would work and 20% of the user department officials actually
understood v^at was involved in the process and 20% did not
know
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Summary. Based on the response to the questions asked a large
percentage of user department officials felt that CMTS was managing
efficiently the maintenance operations and would support a centralized
fleet management system. 20% demonstrated opposition to a centralized
fleet management system. As stated earlier, a major portion of the user
department officials would support centralization if OMTS iirproved the
backlog level and become a functional/line organization.
Conclusions.
Based on the information gathered and as stated in an earlier
section of this study, the major problem at OMTS is found in the high
backlog level and the chargeback rates. User departments also feel
very strongly about the OMTS organizational structure. OMTS is
on the bureau level and the Director of OMTS reports directly to
the CAD. User department directors report to their respective
canmissioners and the caranissioners report to the CAD. The horizontal
conmunication between the department directors and OMTS director is
minimal and the user department officials feel this creates a
conmunication problem. Respondents to the interviews suggested that
DMTS is at a disadvantage because it is separated from the overall City
organizational structure v^ile user departments are incorporated into
a bureau under the supervision of a commissioner. For an organizational
chart showing the structural relationship betveen OMTS and user departments,
refer to ^pendix E.
Records at OMTS substantiate that the high backlog level at
CMTS is due to inadequate manpower and equipment not being replaced on
an established replacement cycle. Research also shows that officials of
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user departnents have failed to discipline equipirent operators and,
consequently, this has led to a high back-log. OyTTS officials
reported severe cases of equipment operator abuse. Secondly, vdhen
equipment is not beirq replaced, but maintained in the fleet, it
grows older. It is difficult to secure parts for an out-dated or aged
piece of equipment and the maintenance cost for aged equipment amounts to
twice the value of the equipment. Thirdly, OMTS does not have an adequate
nui±ier of mechanics to repair all the City's equipment. These problems can
be addressed by enforcing equipment operator training programs, having funds
available and appropriated to replace equipment as scheduled and the hiring
of permanent qualified mechanics as well as the implementation of a
management tool for effective time and labor management.
Politically and financially a centralized fleet management system
in the City of Atlanta is not feasible within the next two years.
Based on the responses to questions asked during the interviews
centralization, v*ien feasible politically and financialy, should be
introduced gradually as oppxDsed to introducing a comprehensive operation.
The researcher concludes that centralization is necessary to reduce the
problems OMTS is currently experiencing. The researcher also concludes
that a comprehensive centralized program be adcpted to maximize
benefits. Currently OMTS is fragmented because of its incremental approach
to centralization. The strong resistance against a centralized operation
is due to a lack of confidence, of user departments, in the organization's
ability and the fear of creating an enormous bureaucracy with a high
concentration of power. User departments are satisfied with the current
operation because these departments control their equipment needs and are
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not willing to transfer their responsibility to OMTS vitiich is suppose to
have the technical expertise for that equipment.
OMTS operations can be drastically improved if all related City
officials examine their contribution to the existing conditions. Why are
equipment inventories inaccurate? Why is equipment allowed to remain a
part of the fleet after the end of its econcmically useful life? Why are
appropriations for replacement equipment and/or additional equipment not
adequately allocated? Vhy is there a shortage of permanent mechanics at
OMTS? Is there a penalty for severe equipment abuse? If not, v^y? Once
these questions have been adequately addressed, rapid inproveroents at OMTS
can be expected.
The budgetary process will not have to be restructured to acconmodate
a central fleet operation because it currently utilizes a chargeback
system. The establishment of an equipment fund would create an additional
revolving fund, and this can be accomplished throu^ the creation and
passage of the appropraite City Ordinance. Overall, the problems that
exist at CMTS is the result of a lack of cooperation by City officials
and administrators. Atlanta's fleet management operation can be improved
with the cooperation of the appropriate City officials and administrators.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS
Restatement of the Problem. This study proposed to examine the
feasibility of a centralized fleet management system in the City of
Atlanta. Atlanta currently operates a central garage for imintaining
the City's motorized equipsient, maintaining records, and authorizing
equipnent for ccxnmercial trade. Purchasing and management of equipment
is done on a departmenal basis. Each department requisitions for the
purchase of equipment, determines how equipnent will be utilized and
determines vbich pieces of equipment will be requested for ccmmercial trade.
As a result of the decentralized fleet operations, the City of Atlanta
has experienced excessive maintenance cost, inaccurate equipment inventory,
uncontrollable growth of the City's fleet and a high level of aged fleet.
The researcher, after carefully considering available material
on centralized fleet operations and closely analyzing the data,
strongly reconmends that the City of Atlanta centralize its fleet
activity. As identified in earlier parts of this study, the centralized
fleet opeations in the City of Hioenix serves as a model for the prcpsed
centralized fleet system for the City of Atlanta. The American Public
Vforks Association (APWA), in its Equipnent Management Manual identifies
esential characteristics that contribute to efficient fleet management.
Seme of these characteristics will be recommended in the latter part of
this section. (Refer to Table V in the text of this study). The researcher
recommends that an in-house study be conducted, in the City of Atlanta,
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to determine the equpitent needs of each user department before a
centralized system is instituted. Other reccmraendations include the
following;
1. Pass a City ordinance mandating the centralization of fleet
management in the City of Atlanta.
2. Designate an overhead unit to efficiently manage equipment
and add qualified staff with the techincal expertise.
3. Reorganize CMTS as an overhead unit with a ccmmissioner who will
establish various department heads to coordinate services between
OMTS and user departments (see ^pendix F).
4. Pass a City Ordinance to commit funds to purchase new equipment
over a three year period.
5. Arrange orientation sessions once a year to inform top
administrators. Council members, and user departments about
the functions of the overhead unit, vhat can be expected from
the overhead unit, and vhat is expected of user departments,
top administrators and Council menbers.
6. Evaluate the effectiveness and objectives of the centralized
system within tfte initial two year period through a follow-up
study.
The following set of reconmendatins are based on centralized fleet
activities in the City of Phoenix and those characteristics identified
by APWA that contribute to efficient fleet management. Refer to Table V
in the text of this study for APm characteristics on efficient fleet
management
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1. Install a cost accounting system to control the costs
of each piece of equipment; cost accounting will also
provide accurate maintenance and operation cost for each
piece of equipment and related depreciation cost.
2. Utilize Revolving Working Capital Funds to cover operating
and maintenance costs as well as allow for the accrual of
funds to replace equipment on its scheduled replacement cycle.
3. Personnel for technical positions should be certified in areas
related to job requiranents. Require a two--week training program
for inccgning mechanics and advance training workshops every
six months for mechaincs on new and sophisticated equipment the
City may acquire. Distribute training naterials and guidelines
outlining the standard level of service, preventive maintenance
schedules by equipnent category, production standards and other
related information.
4. Institute and enforce safety practice programs for shop
safety, equipnent safety, and fleet operators of the City's
equipment.
5. Require each user department to notify the overhead unit of vehicle
requirements needed to maintain their expected levels of service.
The overhead unit should coordinate fleet activities to provide
each department with its required number of vehicles. Transfer
of vehicles should be decided upon by the overhead unit with
user department consultation.
6. Purchase of additional and replacement equipment by overhead
unit for all departments.
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7. Adept the Universal Maintenance Standards (UMS) as a form
of ireasuring vrork perfomance and time management.
8. Accept the vehicle equivalency system of assigning mechanics
to motorized equipment based on the vehicle equivalency units.
9. Establish a centralized motor pool conposed of equipment that is
midway past its econatiic useful life. This equipment pool will
be available for emergency use to user departments.
10. Rent equipment to user departments based on estimated mileage
for the year or by monthly rates, vAiichever system recovers
operating and maintenance costs of the overhead unit. User
departments will be required to make installment payments to
replace equipment at the end of its service life.
11. Assign vehicles, with the exception of motor pool vehicles,
to departments based on their specific needs.
12. Assign vehicles on a permanent basis to a department requiring
specialized equipment. Fire trucks, police cars and traffic
engineering trucks are examples of specialized equipment.
13. Incorporate fleet activities of the Bureaus of Fire and
Water into the overhead unit.
14. Restructure the bid process to begin in January of each year
so that the overhead unit can take advantage of manufacturer
discounts.
The recemmendations outlined above repesent a comprehensive centralized
fleet system. The researcher recommends that the comprehensive package
be adopted to obtain maximum results.
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The advantages of centralization can prove beneficial if the
overhead raanagenEnt unit inpleirent a conprehensive program as
recanmended. Centralization vrauld transfer ownership of vehicles to
the overhead unit to provide for effective control of the City's fleet.
Centralizing the fleet activity will increase specialization in that
area and eliminate the tendencies, discussed earlier in this study,
that lead to centralization.
In addition to the above features, centralization will decrease the
fragmentation, overlapping and high costs that are presently associated
with the City of Atlanta's fleet operations. An equal distribution of
equipment, based on each department's needs, will be effectively managed;
the grouping of activities, bulk purchases of supplies and the use of heavy
equipitent will lov^r overall costs. Centralization will increase the
level of specialization in the fleet management activity.
All procurement records and replacement schedules associated with
equipment will be maintained at a central location and uniform equipment
policies can be established, implemented, and effectively enforced. The
high cost presently associated with fleet management can be reduced as a
result of these recanmendations.
The disadvantages associated with centralization, as stated earlier
in this study, will be the concentration of too much pover in one
department or as Nigro and Nigro state, it could result in the development
of a closed bureaucracy.
Overall, there are more advantages associated with centralization than
disadvantages. With proper understanding and cooperation from all parties
47
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involved the recommended strategy can inprove fleet operations
in the City of Atlanta, decrease the backlog level and, hopefully
result in substantial savings to the City.
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FLDVl CHART OF THE DEPAKTMEOT OF TOE MAYOR, aTY OF ATLANTA
APPENDIX A
I MAYOR I I CHIEF OF STAFF |
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I PERSONNEL OPERATIONS LABOR RELATIONS
SOURCE: 1980 Mayor's Recaninended Budget
City of Atlanta, Deceirber, 1979
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SOURCE; 1980 OMTS Budget Request Program Change, Septenber, 1979.
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Everyone 1. How do you perceive the functions of the Office of Motor
Transport Services (OMTS)?
Everyone 2. Wiat is the relationship between your office and OMTS?
U.D.O. 3. As a user department of (MTS services, how would you evaluate
services rendered by OMTS?
Council/ 4.
Adm. OMTS
Does the City of Atlanta utilize any aspects of fleet
iTHnagement? If so, in viiat areas. If not, vAiat are their
handicaps?




6. Is there a need to reorganize OMTS? If so, how would you
recommend change? If not, viiiat are your reasons?
BBP&E 7. If reorganization of OMTS was to occur, how would this change
impact the present budget procedure for OMTS and equipment?
Finance
U.D.
8. How would you evaluate the CMTS chargeback system? Please
explain.
Finance 9. Do you feel this chargeback system recovers most operating
expenses for OMTS?
U.D.O. 10. What are your general feelings about the chargeback rates at
OMTS?
BBP&E 11. Are you aware of other types of equipment procedures? If so,
please explain.
Council 12. Are the Council Members supportive of OMTS? If so explain.
If not, explain.
Everyone 13. Do you feel there are management problems at Oyrrs. If so,
viiat types?
Everyone 14. In your dealings with OMTS, can you identify their strengths
and veaknesses. Please elaborate.































How does the current City Ordinance impact OMTS - recources,
bidding process, and allocation of resources?
What is considered to be an acceptable number of back-up
pieces of equipment?
How many back-up pieces of equipment does OMTS actually have?
Is there a problem with maintaining a high level of aged
equipment (OMTS)?
Are the maintenance costs associated with aged equipment
excessively high?
Has the City ever considered establishing a centralized fleet
management system?
Do you understand what is involved in centralizing fleet
management? If so, explain.
Vfould you support centralization? If so, explain. If not,
explain.
What do you think centralization will acconplish? Explain.
To initiate centralization, do you feel the City will be
willing to invest the one-time lump-sum involved providing
it can be recovered with some marginal savings through the
years? Do you feel this lump-sum will be too great an
expenditure for the City of Atlanta in the near future?
What impact would centralizing have on budget preparations?
Vhen do you feel the City would be able to centralize?
Are you aware of the studies conducted over the years on
OMTS and their reconmendations? If so, vAiy has the City not
considered this reccmmendation - centralization - and begin
to take serioius steps in that direction?
What are the problems preventing centralization?
Is the City Council willing to adept the appropriate
ordinance for establishing a central fleet management
system?
APPEJOIX E
ORGANIZATICNAL CHABT BETWEEN CMTS AND USER DEPARTMENTS
APPENDIX E
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART SHOWING THE STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
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This chart does not displ^ the total nine (9) Ccmraissioners in the City of Atlanta/ but
does show the CMTS stmctural relationship to other departments.
SOURCE; Developed by the Researcher
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